Developmental Psychopathology. Risk and Protective Factors. The risk and protective factor model is a paradigm that facilitates the understanding of developmental deviations. It can be applied at any stage of development. A timeline of the development of psychopathology during the course of the lifespan is presented in Figure 7.8. Tags: Essentials of Psychiatry: A Psychiatric Perspective on Human Development. Study Material, Lecturing Notes, Assignment, Reference, Wiki description explanation, brief detail. View Developmental Psychopathology Research Papers on Academia.edu for free. I recently read Tristam V Adams’ paper “Honest Sociopathy to Charming Psychopathy”. Though it doesn’t perfectly describe Australia’s penchant for charlatanism and its undeniable legislative protection thereof, there are elements of Tristam V Adams’ prose which may be perceived to be applicable. Nevertheless, I shall fervently promote the UK’s Tristam V Adams’ paper to those who read my works.